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Név: ______________________________________________________ Osztály:  _____________ 

Iskola (ahonnan jöttél) 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Felkészítő tanár neve: ______________________________________________________________ 

Szeretettel köszöntünk a 100 éves Janus Pannonius Gimnáziumban! 

MEGYEI ANGOL VERSENY - 2012 
Ellenőrizd, hogy a 4 lap 8 oldala 12 feladattal maradéktalanul megvan-e! A 

feladatlapok kitöltéséhez csak tollat használhatsz. Ha bármit elrontanál, a 
javítást jelöld egyértelműen! Hibajavítót ne használj! Kérjük, hogy a munka 

megkezdése előtt figyelmesen olvasd el a feladatokat! 

 
A verseny időtartama 60 perc 

I. Write the questions. (5p) 

Example:  My favourite drink is Diet Coke. What is your favourite drink? 

1. I like eating cereal for breakfast.  ____________________________________________ 

2. We usually go to Rome for our holidays. ____________________________________________ 

3. She played the guitar as a child.  ____________________________________________ 

4. I’m going to start my driving lessons in two weeks’ time. _______________________________ 

5. They were late for school twice last week. ____________________________________________ 

 

II. Complete the text with the Past Simple or Past Continuous form of the verbs in brackets. (7p) 

Example:  I was sitting (sit) in the park when it started (start) to rain. 

At about 6.30 yesterday evening, I (1)_________________ (cycle) home from work. It (2) _________________ 

(rain) and a lot of people (3) _________________ (drive) too fast. Suddenly, a car (4) _________________ (stop) 

in front of me. I (5) _________________ (not hit) the car but I (6)_________________ (fall) off my bike. Luckily, I 

(7) _________________ (not / be) hurt. 
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III. Read these two texts. (9p) 

GOING UP 

In 1953, Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay climbed to the top of Mount Everest. The next 

challenge was to climb it without bottled oxygen. This was the goal of Austrian climbers Peter Habbler 

and Reinhold Messner. Doctors said they were crazy and told them not to try it. They tried it anyway. 

On 8 May, 1978, they were about 800 metres from the top of Everest. They woke at 3 a.m. and began 

preparing. It took them two hours to get dressed. Every breath was precious and they used their hands 

to communicate. Climbing was slow, Messner thought he was going to burst like a balloon. At 8.800 

metres, they stopped and lay down every few steps because of the lack of oxygen. But between one 

and two in the afternoon they achieved their ’impossible’ goal. They reached the top of Mount Everest 

without oxygen. 

GOING DOWN 

Most people can hold their breath long enough to dive to the bottom of the swimming-pool, but on 17 

August 2002, Tanya Streeter went a lot, lot deeper. The 29-year-old held her breath for 3 minutes 26 

seconds and became the world free-diving champion. She dived 160 metres below the surface of the 

sea (that’s further than 3 football pitches). During the dive her lungs shrank to the size of oranges. Her 

heart slowed to fifteen beats a minute and she sang her national anthem in her head to control her 

fear. Tanya says that her mental strength is more important than her physical strength. ’I am a very 

determined person. When I decide to do something, I do it. Redefine your limits is my motto.’ 

to shrink, shrank, shrunk = to get smaller 

Read the text again. Mark the statements true (T), false (F) or doesn’t say (DS). 
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IV. Replace the underlined word with the correct word. (5p) 

Example: I really like Bob. I hope he’ll ask me up.    out 

1. Katie’s had flu for three days but she’s going better now.   _________________ 

2. You must slow up – the lights are turning red.    _________________ 

3. I never drive into Lisbon during the rush time.    _________________ 

4. Why don’t you relax? You are always at a hurry.    _________________ 

5. Dan was driving over the speed maximum when the police stopped him. _________________ 

 

V.  The words in the sentences are jumbled up. Put the words in the correct order to make 

sentences. The first word is there for you. Do not change the form of the words. (8p) 

Example:  me / you / wrong / what’s / tell 

  Can you tell me what’s wrong? 

1. other / time / last / we / a / long / since / each / saw 

It’s ________________________________________________________________. 

2. always / late / is / for / little / sister / school 

My ________________________________________________________________. 

3. homework / you / now / not / are / your / doing  

Why _______________________________________________________________? 

4. cinema / to / do / go / often / the / you 

How _______________________________________________________________? 

5. visit / twenty / probably / next / in / will / Mars / years / the 

People _____________________________________________________________. 

6. school / because / be / come / ill / she / must / didn’t / to / today 

Sarah ______________________________________________________________. 

7. car / the / we / that / would / we / lottery / buy / won  

If _________________________________________________________________. 

8. since / grandparents / seen / Christmas / haven’t / last / my  

I. _________________________________________________________________. 
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VI.  Complete the sentences with ONE of the four alternatives. Circle your choice!(15p) 

Example:  The baby cried … night long. 

A. every B. each C. all D. at 

 

 
1. I … they won’t accept defeat. 

A. want B. bet C. sure D. had 

2. Peter went to London last week, and … 

A. so I did B. so did I C. so went I D.I did so  

3. Don’t let him … away. 

A. to go B. go C. going D. to be going 

4. Those farmers don’t have … faith in the government. 

A. many B. much C. lot D. the 

5. Peter is not … to do it. 

A. willing B. looking C. liking D. making 

6. The meal … you ordered looks great. 

A. which B. what C. - D. have 

7. I really … meet people face to face. 

A. love B. like to C. enjoy D. love it to 

8. Danny and Steve never … along. 

A. got B. made C. liked D. talked 

9. You shouldn’t be here in the … 

A. ending B. first place C. July D. maximum 

10. I have heard that you are … of classical music. 

A. happy B. listening C. fond D. making 

11. The murderer was sentenced … death. 

A. for B. to C. on D. at 

12. Let’s go for a walk, … we? 

A. should B. will C. do D. shall 

13. We saw a small hut … the distance. 

A. to B. in C. at D. for 

14. The boys played a joke … their aunt. 

A. at B. to C. with D. on 

15. Neither Jake … Kate came to the party. 

A. or B. nor C. not D. and 
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VII.  Match the first half of the proverb to its ending. Write the numbers on the lines.(11p) 

 

_____ Don't look a gift horse    1) gets the bone. 

_____ A friend in need     2) less speed. 

_____ Don't put off until tomorrow  3) is worth two in the bush. 

_____ The early bird     4) has a silver lining. 

_____ Where there is a will    5) catches the worm. 

_____ The patient dog     6) is a friend indeed. 

_____ Every cloud     7) there is always a way. 

_____ It is better to have loved and lost 8) what you can do today. 

_12__ A disappointment    9) by its cover. 

_____ A bird in hand     10) in the mouth. 

_____ More haste     11) than never to have loved at all. 

_____ Don't judge a book    12) is a blessing 

 

VIII. Complete the sentences with the correct word. Put a cross in the right box. (7p) 

Example:   I ________ the gym on Thursday evenings. 

    A  go usually to          B  always go          C  often go to   X  

 

1 I’ve bought a new ________ for the athletics competition. 

 A  trainers          B  tracksuit          C  boots       

2 Your ________ are cold! You should wear gloves. 

 A  arms          B  legs          C  hands       

3 Don’t be so ________! You’ll have to wait. 

 A  impatient          B  untidy          C  mean       

4 He won’t be very happy if he ________ his driving test again. 

 A  misses          B  passes          C  fails       

5 Dan’s so ________. He pays for everything when we go out. 

 A  lazy          B  mean          C  generous       

6 Adrian asked me if I could ________ him some money. 

 A  lend          B  borrow          C  take       

7 I’m sorry I’m late. I ________ the bus. 

 A  missed          B  left          C  lost       
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IX. Read the text and complete the sentences by writing the missing words on the lines below the 

text. Use only one word for each space. (10p) 

 

 Behind the Scenes  

The London Aquarium has one of the largest collections of fish and sea creatures in Britain. It 

employs many people _to_ make sure everything is just right for our animals.  Each day one person 

prepares _1_ food and feeds the fish. He prepares all sorts of food, including fresh banana _2_ the 

fruit eaters. This isn’t just because that’s what the fish like; it’s important that _3_ get all the vitamins 

_4_ minerals they need and that they would get in the wild. We also check, how warm the water is 

and how salty in order _5_ make it as close to home _6_ possible. The fish don’t eat _7_ the food we 

give them _8_ we need to remove what’s left to stop the water _9_ getting dirty. Several large 

pumps constantly take water from the tanks and clean _10_ to get rid of this food and other waste in 

the tank. The same water then goes back into the tank. 

Example: to 

 

1 _________________  5 _________________  9 _________________ 

2 _________________  6 _________________  10 _________________ 

3 _________________  7 _________________ 

4 _________________  8 _________________ 
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X. Complete the sentences with a suitable form of the word given in brackets. (6p) 

Example: I wouldn’t like to have my father’s occupation. (OCCUPY) 

 

1. If you want a truly __________________________________ (MEMORY) holiday, book with us now!  

2. We can offer you a ______________________________ (PERSON) service that no other company can.  

3. Our staff will provide you with information about all of the ___________________________ (BUILD). 

4. Enjoy the rich ____________________________________________ (PERFORM) of the native people. 

5. No signs of the ______________________________________ (DESTROY) by the tornado can be seen. 

6. A lot of South American countries fought for ______________________ (DEPEND) in the 19th century. 

 

XI. Complete the text with words (from A to O). There are more words than you need. Write your 
answers into the boxes. (9p) 
 

RUINS IN POMPEII 

In AD 79, Mount Vesuvius (1) ____. In Pompeii the inhabitants picked up everything they (2) ____ carry 

and (3) ____ the open countryside. Dust and rock from the volcano filled the streets with ash and 

poisonous gas. The town of Pompeii was completely (4) ____. The excavation work didn’t begin (5) 

____ 1748, when someone called Rocco Alcubierre found some paintings while he was digging there. 

Archaeologists arrived to look around. They realized that they had (6) ____ one of the most astonishing 

ruins of all time. Nearly everything in Pompeii had been (7) ____ preserved. The archaeologists found 

several (8) ____ which were (9) ____ as they had been centuries ago. More (10) ____ 2,000 people 

were killed by the poisonous gases from the volcano. 

 

A. than 

B. that 

C. can 

D. perfectly 

E. furniture 

F. erupted  

G. found 

H. in 

I. decorations 

J. collapsed 

K. could 

L. until 

M. the same 

N. destroyed 

O. made for 

 

1 F 2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  
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XII. Put the words into the correct group. (24x0,5p=12p) 

 

BUILDING FOOD TRADITION, 

FESTIVALS 

SONG SPORT 

    B 

     

     

     

     
 

 

A. Auld Lang Syne 

B. badminton 

C. bangers 

D. Bonfire Night 

E. Christmas Eve 

F. darts 

G. Deck the Halls 

H. Good Friday 

I. gravy 

J. Hadrian’s Wall 

K. haggis 

L. Halloween 

M. Hogmanay 

N. London’s burning 

O. Millennium Dome 

P. My Bonnie 

Q. pancake racing 

R. Scarborough Fair 

S. Shakespeare’s Globe 

T. Shepherd’s pie 

U. The Gherkin 

V. toad-in-the-hole 

W. tossing the caber 

X. tug-of-war 

Y. Westminster Abbey 

 


